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WIDEBAND HIGH PERFORMANCE
TELEMETRY TRACKING AND DATA RECEPTION SYSTEM

Cary C. Bedford
Director of Advanced Requirements

TT & C Systems
Datron Systems Incorporated
200 W. Los Angeles Avenue

Simi Valley, California 93065-1650

ABSTRACT

A 5 meter diameter wideband polarization diversity Telemetry Tracking System has been
developed for Eglin Air Force Base. A single solid state feed, with no moving parts,
provides autotrack and data reception in the 1435-1540 MHz and 2200-2400 MHz bands.
The system consists of three tracking antennas, each mounted on separate 75 foot high
towers. The antennas feature continuous rotation capability in azimuth and remotely
controlled stowing mechanisms.

A common console containing test equipment, multicouplers, patch panels, RF switching,
boresight source and control equipment is interfaced with the three (3) tracking antennas,
receiver combiner systems, and boresite antenna.

The complete system features total integration of state-of-the-art feed/RF, tracking, and
control system electronics with a highly versatile sub-system of telemetry receivers,
combiners, RF, and wideband high level video distribution equipment.

INTRODUCTION

Several existing range telemetry tracking antennas have upper frequency limits of 2300
MHz. In order to support future telemetry missions, many ranges are specifying their new
equipment to operate to 2400 MHz. Others will retrofit existing antennas to extend their
operating frequency range.

Higher data rates and tracking performance requirements will place new demands on
existing and future telemetry tracking antenna systems. Higher G/T requirements mean 



higher gain antennas with narrow beamwidths. Larger and stiffer positioners will be
required to keep the narrow antenna beams on target.

Polarization diversity for data reception is becoming a standard requirement. Polarization
and amplitude dynamics, created by multiple signal paths, have and continue to cause
severe tracking problems in some systems. Although often overlooked, polarization
diversity in the autotrack system, is required to insure reliable autotracking of most present
and future range targets.

The purpose of this paper is to describe Datron’s implementation of the Telemetry
Antenna System (TAS) design with emphasis on features that provide an operator friendly,
high performance, and reliable general purpose Telemetry Tracking Antenna System.

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The fully configured TAS is depicted in Figure 1. It includes 3 antenna systems, 3 control
consoles, a common rack and interconnect cable set.

Each antenna system consists of a 5 meter diameter mesh reflector, quadrapod, Single
Channel Monopulse (SCM) autotrack feed, RF assembly, elevation-over-azimuth   
positioner, SCR servo power amplifiers, and microprocessor based antenna control unit.
The antenna systems are designed to autotrack airborne targets, transmitting signals of any
polarization, in the 1435-1540 and 2200-2400 MHz telemetry bands.

The control console layout is depicted in Figure 2. Each control console accommodates the
receivers, combiners, spectrum display units, RF source/track selector, dual axis position
indicator, antenna control unit, and manual position control unit, for it’s correspondent
antenna system.

The common rack layout is shown in Figure 3. It contains patch panels, multicouplers, RF
switching units, video distribution boresight signal generators and source control panel,
and general purpose test equipment.

ANTENNA SYSTEM

The following features are incorporated into the Antenna System design:
1. Slip rings and rotary joints, in azimuth, for continuous rotation capability.
2. Remotely operated stow mechanism and auto stow position mode.
3. SCM autotrack feed with high scan frequency of 1500 Hz.
4. Contrascan polarization diversity tracking combiner.
5. Both analog and digital antenna position and command position displays.



6. Spring loaded return-to-zero rate controls for easy real time target acquisition.
7. Manual handwheels for fine static position control.
8. Selectable search amplitude and rate.

ANTENNA SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

Reflector 5 Meter Diameter Mesh Dish, 2 Piece Parabolic,
0.365 F/D

Frequency 1435-1540 MHz and 2200-2400 MHz

Polarization Simultaneous RHCP and LHCP

Feed Type 5 Element Crossed Dipole Single Channel Monopulse
(SCM)

Sum Channel Gain 33.4 +20(Log(F/1.435)) dB Minimum
F = Frequency in GHz

3 dB Beamwidth 1435-1540 MHz, 2.4 Degrees Nominal
2200-2400 MHz, 1.7 Degrees Nominal

Sum Channel Sidelobes 1435-1540 MHz, -16 dB Maximum
2200-2400 MHz, -18 dB Maximum

G/T (@ 5 Deg. E1) 1435-1540 MHz,   6.2 dB/Deg K Minimum
2200-2400 MHz, 10.0 dB/Deg K Minimum

Tracking Datron Contrascan Polarization Diversity
Tracking SCM

Velocity 30 deg/sec Minimum in each axis

Acceleration 30 deg/sec/sec Minimum in each axis

Ka, Wide BW 4/sec/sec Nominal in each axis

Ka, Medium BW 2/sec/sec Nominal in each axis

Ka, Narrow Bw 1/sec/sec Nominal in each axis



Azimuth Travel Continuous

Elevation Travel Operating mode: -3 to   +88 deg
Primary limits: -5 to +187 deg
Secondary limits: -7 to +187 deg

CONSOLE CONTROL (See Figure 2)

Each Control Console contains 2 Receiver Combiner Sets, RCS1 and RCS 2. Each RCS
consists of a pair of data/track receivers, a data combiner, and a dual Spectrum Display
Unit. The RF Source/Track Selector panel is used to determine which RCS will drive the
autotrack circuitry in the Autotrack Controller Unit. It is also used to determine which of
the 3 antenna systems will provide data to the RCS’s located in it’s Control Console.

The Dual Axis Position Indicator Panel provides a 2-speed (1X & 36X) synchro analog
display of the antenna or slave source pointing angles. The analog position display is
useful to an antenna operator during real time mission support, because it gives him a
better sense of where the antenna is looking than a digital position display does. The
Tracking Combiner controls and indicators, autotrack Acquisition Level Adjustment, LNA
Power and Bypass controls, and Band Select switch, are all located on the Dual Axis
Position Indicator Panel. This Panel is conveniently located above the Autotrack Control
Unit.

The Autotrack Control Unit, also referred to as the Antenna Control Unit or ACU,
provides the controls and indicators for commanding and displaying the Antenna System’s
position, modes, and status. The ACU front panel includes digital displays of the antenna
position and command angles to a resolution of 0.01 degrees. Analog displays of the
azimuth and elevation tracking error and the selected receiver signal strength meter are
also included on the ACU front panel. These displays are useful indicators to aid an
operator in acquiring and locking onto a moving target.

A Manual Position Control Unit is provided for Handwheel control of the antenna position
when operating in the Manual mode. These controls are useful for fine positioning of the
antenna to static angles.

COMMON RACK (See Figure 3)

The Common Rack contains equipment to provide for the interface and switching of RF
signals between the 3 Antenna Systems and the 6 RCS’s (2 RCS are located in each
Control Console). The RF switching is accomplished by solid state switches located in the
2 RF Switching Chassis’. The RF switches are controlled by the RF Source/Track Selector



Panels located in each Control Console. It is possible for each Antenna System to provide
RF inputs to any or all of the 6 RCS’s. Logic within the hardware insures that no more
than one Antenna System will drive an individual RCS at the same time.

Six (6) Active Multicouplers are included in the Common Rack to buffer and distribute the
outputs of the 3 TAS’s to the 2 RF Switching Chassis inputs.

The two (2) Video. Distribution Amplifier Units are used to house the Wideband (DC to
30 MHz), High Level (up to 8 Volts peak to peak input) distribution amplifiers. These
units provide the buffering and line driver functions between the RCS’s data outputs and
the Video Patch Panels.

A Test and Calibration Control Panel provides a means to inject test signals or noise at the
LNA input of each TAS. Separate controls for each polarization of the three TAS’s are
provided. This panel is used for making noise figure measurements and performing signal
strength calibrations.

Two (2) boresight signal sources and a Boresight Source Control Panel are used  to
provide signals to the boresight antenna and select it’s polarization.

In addition to the above, the Common Rack contains other test equipment and facilities to
aid in the set-up, calibration, testing, and alignment of the system.

TRACKING TECHNIQUE

The Tracking Techniques employed in the system were developed as a result or autotrack
failures, experienced almost simultaneously, by several S-Band antennas tracking the same
target at the Kwajalein Missile Range in the 196'’s.

It was discovered that the position and attitude of an airborne target could affect the sense
of received signal polarization at the tracking antenna’s aperture. Subsequent testing and
signal strength analysis confirmed that it was possible for a dynamic target to cause the
received signal to vary between both senses of elliptical polarization. For certain targets,
comparison of RHCP and LHCP signal strength recordings revealed that the received
signal polarization sense would appear to change from RH to linear to LH to linear, etc.
during the course of a tracking mission. These changes in received signal polarization
would cause loss of autotrack and data for SCM tracking systems configured to autotrack
on a single sense of circular polarization.



It was determined that to insure reliable and consistent autotrack performance, a
polarization diversity tracking scheme should be implemented into the autotrack antenna
systems.

Datron developed the Contrascan Tracking Combiner and implemented it in a system
supplied to the U.S. Army, Safeguard Systems Command in 1970 under contract
DAHC60-70-C-004.

CONCLUSION

The WIDEBAND HIGH PERFORMANCE TELEMETRY TRACKING AND DATA
RECEPTION SYSTEM was developed for Eglin Air Force Base under contract F08635-
86-C-0408. The Eglin Specification caused the development of a very versatile, general
purpose telemetry tracking and data reception system for operation in the L,S, and S’
telemetry bands. The sytem was designed for flexibility in configuration and operation. It
also includes convenient controls and indicators not always found in today’s tracking
system designs which incorporate computer and digital implementations of traditional
analog controls and displays.

Figure 1. Telemetry Antenna System



Figure 2. Typical Control Console Assembly



Figure 3. Common Rack


